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1. STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
In this paper we will study the stability and bifurcation of traveling wave 
solutions of the problem 
y, = EY,, + F( K Dh --a3<~<co, t>O (l.la) 
lim Y(<, t) = 0, t 2 0, (l.lb) 
ItI- ‘x 
where p is a parameter in the real Banach space 93, F: R” x W + R” is a 
twice continuously differentiable function, F(0, j?) = 0, and E = (g X), where 
D is a real, constant, p xp, nonsingular matrix. For D equal to the one by 
one identity matrix, (l.la) is the nerve axon equation studied by Evans 
[4-71. This equation is, in turn, a generalization of the FitzHugh-Nagumo 
equation, 
u, = UC< +f(u) - w  
w, = bv, 
(1.2) 
and the Hodgkin-Huxley equation. In (1.2) 
f(u) = v(u - a)( 1 - u). 
To put (1.2) in the form of (l.la) we would let /I = (a, b). 
For UER” and 0~49 we define ui, F,(u,, u,,p)~R~ and u2, 
F2(UlY %Y ~?)ER”-~ by 
Ul 0 
f-,(u,, u21 PI 
u= and F(u, P) = 
u2 > F2(UlY u2, B) . 
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If, for some BE&#, Y(& r) is a solution of (l.la), (l.lb) and 
Y(<, t) = ~(5 + ct) for some nonzero real number c and some continuously 
differentiable function U(X) such that U(X) & 0 and U;‘(X) exists for all 
XER, then we call Y(<, t) a traveling waue solution of (l.la), (l.lb) of 
speed c. In this case we must have 
G(u, a, c) = 0 
lim U(X) = 0, 
1x1 - cc 
(1.3a) 
(1.3b) 
where G(u, /?, c) stands for 
Ed’ - cd + F( 24, a,. (1.4) 
It is not hard to prove that any solution, u(x), of (1.3a), (1.3b) with c #O 
and ~~ESJ must satisfy 
lim u’(x) = 0 
1x1 - 00 
and lim u;(x) = 0. (1.3c) 
IxI+ a 
We let G,(u, 8, c) stand for the expression obtained by formally differen- 
tiating (1.4) with respect to U. Thus G,(u, /?, c) stands for 
Suppose, for some j&, E ~28 and c0 E R - { 0}, 
Yo(5, t)=uo(5+c,t) (l-5) 
is a traveling wave solution of (l.la), (l.lb). Then substituting 
(u, B, c) = (u,, /Jo, co) in (1.3ah d’ff 1 erentiating the resulting equation with 
respect to x, and noting (1.3c), we see that 4 = ub is a nontrivial solution of 
Gu(uo, Do, 44 = 24 
lim d(x)=0 
1x1 - 00 
(1.6a) 
(1.6b) 
with I = 0. 
We define (1.5) to be a linearly stable solution of (l.la), (l.lb) with 
/? = PO if A= 0 is a simple eigenuafue of (1.6a), ( 1.6b) (that is, the space of 
solutions, 4, of (1.6a), (1.6b) with A= 0 is spanned by ub and the problem 
G,(uo, PO, co)4 = 4 
lim d(x) =0 
Ixl- ‘32 
(1.7a) 
(1.7b) 
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has no solutions), and the supremum of the real parts of the nonzero 
eigenvalues of (1.6a), (1.6b) is negative. We say it is linearly unstable if 
(1.6a), (1.6b) have an eigenvalue with positive real part. 
If c(x) is a translate of u,(x), that is, z?(x) = uO(x + x,,) for some x0 E R, 
then clearly Y(& t) = fi(5 + cot) is a traveling wave solution of (l.la), (l.lb) 
with p = /!I,, and Y(<, t) is linearly stable (unstable) if and only if Y,(<, t) is. 
In the case D is the one by one identity matrix, Evans [6] has proved that 
if (1.5) is a linearly stable solution of (l.la), (l.lb) with /?=/I0 then there 
exists 6>0 such that if Y(& t) is a solution of (l.la), (l.lb) with /I=/&, 
such that for some X,ER 
II Y(C> 0) - uo(5 + xdll m < 6 
then there exists x, E R such that 
as t-co. 
Under the change of variables y, = u,, y, = u2, y, = u;, and 
Yl 
Y= Yz 9 
i i Y3 
(1.3a), (1.3b) are equivalent to 
Y’ = F’(Y, B, cl 
lim y(x) = 0, 
1x1 - 02 
where ~:R”+Px~xR+R”+Pis given by 
(1.8a) 
(1.8b) 
F(Y, BY cl = . 
CD-‘y,-D-‘F,(y,, Y,, 8) 
Corresponding to the nontrivial solution (u,, j,,, co) of (1.3a), (1.3b) there 
is a nontrivial solution (yO, /I,,, cO) of (1.8a), (1.8b). Hence Fy(O, j-IO, cO) 
has at least one eigenvalue with nonnegative real part and at least one 
eigenvalue with nonpositive real part. 
We make the following hypothesis 
(H,). There is a nonempty open subset L2 of.93 x (R - (0)) such that, for 
all (fl, c) E f2, FY(O, 8, c) has one simple positive eigenvalue, p(p, c), and all 
the other eigenvalues of TV(O, /I, c) have negative real part. 
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For the FitzHugh-Nagumo equation 52 = {(a, b, c): a, b and c are 
positive} satisfies Hypothesis (H,). Likewise, for the Hodgkin-Huxley 
equation there exists 52 which satisfies Hypothesis (H,) and contains the 
values of (/I, c) of physical importance. 
For (fi, c) E 52, we can choose an eigenvector u(fi, c) of length one which 
corresponds to the positive eigenvalue of sY(O, B, c) and varies con- 
tinuously with (j, c). Let S be the set of all (b, c) in Q such that (l.la), 
(l.lb) have a traveling wave solution of speed c. Then S = S + u S -, where 
S + (resp. S ~ ) is the set of all (fi, ) c in 52 such that (l.la), (l.lb) has a 
traveling wave solution, ~(5 + ct), and 
4x1 
( > u;(x) 
,-P(f%r).~ 
tends to u(/I, c) (resp. - ~(1, c)) as x + - co. By Hypothesis (Hi), for each 
(/I, c) in S + (resp. S ~ ) there exists exactly one traveling wave solution 
u+(r+ct,/?,c) (resp. u-(t+ct,j$c)) of (l.la), (l.lb) satisfying the con- 
dition for (/I, c) to be in S + (resp. S - ). Furthermore, if u(< + ct) is a 
traveling wave solution of ( l.la), ( 1.1 b) corresponding to some (p, c) E S 
then U(X) must be a translate of either u+(x, j?, c) or u-(x, p, c). In what 
follows we restrict our attention to S +. However, the same result will hold 
for S. 
By Hypothesis (Hi) we have 
LEMMA 1.1. For (j?, c) E S +, the space of solutions, 4, of 
G,(u+ (x, B, cl, 8, CM = 0 
lim #(x)=0 
1x1 - m 
is spanned by u’+(x, fi, c). 
It is not hard to prove 
THEOREM 1.1. Zf (BO, cO) is a fixed point of S+, u,(x)=u+(x, &,, c,), 
and A = 0 is a simple eigenvalue of (1.6a), (1.6b), then there exists r > 0, a 
g x R-neighborhood, 9&, x R,, of (PO, co), and a continuously differentiable 
function c: B,, + R, with c(&,) = c0 such that S + intersect .C& x R, is 
((8, c(B)): BEAM) an4 for BE~o, 
(i) zero is a simple eigenvalue of 
G.(u+(x, B, c(B)), By c(P))4 = 24 
lim d(x)=0 
l.Tl - cc 
(1.9a) 
(1.9b) 
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and 
(ii) (1.9a), (1.9b) have no nontrivial solution, 4, for A E C and 
0-c 1111 Cr. 
We say a point (/?, c) of S + is stable (unstable) if the corresponding 
traveling wave solution, u + (r + ct, /I, c) of (1. la), (l.lb), is linearly stable 
(linearly unstable). By Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 1.1, if (/I,,, cO) is a point of 
S + where a bifurcation of S + takes place or a change of stability of points 
in S + takes place due to an eigenvalue crossing the imaginary axis at zero, 
then I = 0 must be an eigenvalue of (1.6a), (1.6b) of geometric multiplicity 
one and algebraic multiplicity greater than or equal to two. In particular, 
A =0 cannot be a semisimple eigenvalue of (1.6a), (1.6b). 
Our main result, which deals with the generic case that ,I = 0 is an 
eigenvalue of algebraic multiplicity two, is 
THEOREM 1.2. Zf (Do, cO) is a fixed point of S+, q,(x) = u+(x, PO, c,), 
and 1= 0 is an eigenvalue of (1.6a), (1.6b) of algebraic multiplicity 2 (that is, 
there exists a solution q5 = 1 of (1.7a), (1.7b) howeoer the problem (1.7a), 
(1.7b) with u& replaced with ti has no solution) then there exists r > 0, a 
9 x R-neighborhood, L&, x R,, of (/IO, cO) and continuously differentiable 
functions I: 9$, x R,-+ (kR: (AI < r} and II/: @,, x R,+R with A(/$, cO) = 0, 
$(/&, cO) = 0, and $C(/?O, c,,) = 0 such that S+ intersect .GYO x R, is 
andfor (a, c)Es&,xR~ with $(/?, c)=O and A.E@ with 111 <r we have 
(i) the problem 
G,(u + (x, A ~1, B, CM = 24 (l.lOa) 
lim b(x)=0 
1x1 4 cc 
(l.lOb) 
has a nontrivial solution, 4, if and only $2 is zero or A(p, c); 
(ii) sgn A(/?, c) = sgn $,(/T?, c); and 
(iii) 1(/3, c) # 0 if and only if0 and A(/?, c) are both simple eigenvalues 
of (l.lOa), (l.lOb). 
Furthermore, if for some fi E 98, the problem obtained from (1.7a), (1.7b) 
by replacing ub with Fs(u,(x), Do)/? h as no solution, 4, then, in some 
W x R-neighborhood of (/I,,, c,), the zero set of rl/ is given by a continuously 
differentiable, codimension one submantfold, M, of 93 x R such that for all 
(/I, c) E M, we have that the tangent space to M at (/3, c) is parallel to the 
c-axis if and only if $,(j?, c) = 0. 
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Part (ii) of Theorem 1.2 is known as the principle of exchange of stability 
(PES). Since the derivatives at adjacent zeros of a real valued function of a 
real variable cannot both be positive and cannot both be negative, the PES 
implies, for each fixed /I1 E B,,, that adjacent points of S + intersect 
{/II} x R, cannot both be stable and cannot both be unstable (provided, of 
course, each nonzero eigenvalue of (1.6a), (1.6b) has negative real part). 
It is known that the PES does not always hold for bifurcation from an 
eigenvalue of algebraic multiplicity two and geometric multiplicity one. 
However, it holds in our case because we have the extra parameter c. The 
PES also holds for Hopf bifurcation because one can phrase the problem 
so that w, the period of the bifurcating solution, is an extra parameter. 
However, in the case of Hopf bifurcation, the bifurcation is from an eigen- 
value of algebraic and geometric multiplicity two. So the eigenvalue is 
semisimple. Also, for Hopf bifurcation, the PES does not take place in the 
(/?, w)-plane. Theorem 1.2 states, for our problem, that the PES holds for 
bijiircation from an eigenvalue which is not semisimple and that the PES 
holds in the (fi, c) plane. 
We will prove Theorem 1.2 by using a modification of Weinberger’s 
proof in [ 14, Sect. 41. Since il= 0 is not a semisimple eigenvalue of (1.6a), 
(1.6b) it is not necessary to introduce the auxiliary parameter denoted by CI 
in [ 141 and one can obtain the PES in the (p, c)-plane rather than in the 
(/I, a)-plane. The latter is important because in applications the family of 
traveling wave solutions of (l.la), (1. lb) is usually graphed by graphing 
S + in the (fl, c) plane. 
For example, in the case (l.la) is the FitzHugh equation (1.2) for each 
b > 0, let Sz be the set of all (a, c) such that (a, b, c) E S+. According to 
numerical results [8], the graph of the set, S&, of all points in S,+ 
corresponding to single pulse traveling wave solutions of (l.la), (l.lb) is 
given in Fig. 1, and if (a, c) is a point on S& with c > 2 (c < 2) then (a, c) is 
stable (unstable). (Actually these numerical results are not true for both 
FIG. 1. Graph of S;,. 
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S+ and S- but only for S + or S -. By replacing u(,!3, c) with its negative, 
if necessary, we can assume they are true for S ‘.) 
Some of these numerical results, in the case b is sufficiently small, have 
been proved analytically [ 1,2,9, 10, 123. Also, Rinzel and Keller [ 131 
have analytically verified most of these numerical results in the case the 
cubic, f(o), in (1.2) is replaced with a certain piecewise linear function. 
Let (HZ) be the hypothesis that 
(i) the graph of S& is given by Fig. 1; and 
(ii) only generic changes of stability take place in Sz,. 
That is, if (a,, cO) is a point in S& where a change of stability takes place, 
then either zero is an eigenvalue of (1.6a), (1.6b) of algebraic multiplicity 
two and (1.6a), (1.6b) have no nonzero eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, 
or, for some o0 > 0, the only eigenvalues of (1.6a), (1.6b) on the imaginary 
axis are 0, io,, and -io,, all of which are simple. 
By Theorem 1.2 we have 
COROLLARY. If Hypothesis (HZ) holds, there exists a stable point in S& 
with c > cO, and only generic changes of stability of the first type described in 
the last paragraph take place in S& , then all points on S& with c > C are not 
unstable, and all points on S& with c < t are not stable. 
In a later paper we plan to fill in the gap in this corollary by proving a 
Hopf bifurcation analog of Theorem 1.2 when (PO, cO) is a point in S+ 
where a generic change of stability takes place of the type excluded in the 
corollary. We have not done this here because it turns out that the 
operator for the Hopf case, corresponding to the above G,(uo, /IO, c,), is 
not Fredholm and thus methods quite different from those used here will 
be required. 
In Section 2 we prove general abstract versions of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. 
In Section 3 we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 by showing the problem (l.la), 
(l.lb) satisfies the assumptions made in Section 2. 
2. ABSTRACT VERSIONS OF THEOREMS 1.1 AND 1.2 
The main results of this section are Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, which are 
abstract versions of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. This section can be 
read independently of Section 1. 
We define some notation and terminology. If L is a linear operator then 
N(L) and R(L) stand for the null space and range of L, respectively. 
Suppose L and K are bounded linear operators from a Banach space U 
into a Banach space V and ;1 is a complex number. We say A is a K-simple 
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eigenoalue of L if N(L - AK) is one dimensional, R(L - AK) has 
codimension one in V, and 
R(L - AK) n K(N(L - AK) - (0)) = a. 
Let (H,) be the hypothesis that 
(i) A and B are real Banach spaces; 
(ii) U and V are real Banach spaces of functions U: R + A and 
IX R + B, respectively, where addition and scalar multiplication are done 
pointwise, and, for each u E U, lim x4-m u(x) and lim, j m U(X) both exist; 
(iii) for each 4 E R the translation operators S,: U -+ U and 
Tt: V-+ V given by (S<u)(x)= U(X+ 5) and (Ttu)(x) = o(x+ 5) are 
bounded; 
(iv) for each u E U and u E V there exist positive constants M, and 
M, such that 11 S,ull < M, and 11 Teull < M, for all 5 E R; 
(v) if for some a E A and some sequence {u, } zzO in U we have 
lim,_, z4,=u0 and, for each real number x, lim,_ m u,(x) = a, then 
uO(x) = a for all x. 
Note that (iv) and the principle of uniform boundedness imply the 
existence of a positive constant A4 such that 
for all 5 E R. 
I/S,II < hf and II T,II < M (2.1) 
If Hypothesis (H,) holds, UE U, and 
S,U-U 
lim ~ 
5-O 5 
(2.2) 
exists (where the limit is taken in the topology of U), then we denote (2.2) 
by C&u. 
Let (H) be the hypothesis that Hypothesis (H,) holds and 
(i) K, r&5: U + V are bounded linear operators such that for all 
5 E R we have KS, = Tt K and r&Y, = Trd, and for all u E U such that 
(2.2) exists we have KC?,= Kgxu; 
(ii) a is a real Banach space, g: U x 3 + V is a continuously 
differentiable function, and g(Sru,/?)=Tgg(u,fl) for all PER and 
(U,P)EUX% 
(iii) G: U x 4Y x R + V is defined by 
G(u, B, cl = Au, B) - CK 6~ 
and for all (u, j?, c) in the zero set of G the limit (2.2) exists. 
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In part (i) of Hypothesis (H), ~6 does not stand for the composition of JC 
with 6, but rather it stands for a single operator which is denoted by the 
juxtaposition of the two symbols K and 6. Each of these symbols standing 
alone has no meaning. 
The following two statements follow directly from Hypothesis (H). For 
all (u,p,c)~UxBxR and PER, 
G(S<u, A c) = T<G(u, P, cl. (2.3) 
If (u,, /IO, cO) is in the zero set of G then 5 -+ S, u,, is a differentiable 
curve in U and differentiating (2.3) with respect to g at t = 0 and 
(4 P, c) = (u,, Boy co) we get 
G,(uo, Do, co)(%uo) = 0. (2.4) 
If Hypothesis (H) holds, (u,, pi, ci) and (uZ, /I*, c2) are two points in 
UxCBxR, and (u~,~~,c*)=(S~U~,~~,C~) for some PER, then we say 
(u,, fi2, c2) is a translate of (ui, B,, ci). 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose Hypothesis (H) holds, (u,, PO, cO) is in the zero set 
of G, and v*: V-+ R is a bounded linear functional with v*K~~u, > 0. Let 
U= {u E U: v*Ku = v*Ku,}. Then (i) for each U x .?# x R-neighborhood, 6, 
of (u,, PO, co), there is a U x ??I x R-neighborhood, 8, of (up, PO, q,) such that 
all solutions, in 0, of G = 0 are translates of solutions, in 0, of G = 0; and (ii) 
there exists a U x 98 x R-neighborhood of (u,, PO, cO) which does not contain 
two different solutions of G = 0 such that one is a translate of the other. 
Proof Suppose there exists a ox 99 x R-neighborhood, 6, of 
(u,, PO, cO) such that part (i) of the lemma is false. Then there exists E > 0 
and a sequence {(u,, /3,, c”)} in the zero set of G such that 
lim n+ m(k2? Al> G) = (UO? Bo, cO) and for each n the differentiable curve 
5 -+ S5u, does not intersect 
Since (d/dS)(v*KS,u,)l,=,=~*K~~ u,>O, we have for some to>0 that 
<(v*KSsu,-- v*Ku,) >O for 0~ 151 < <,,. Hence for each positive integer 
k > l/&, there exists nk such that I/u,,~ - uOll < l/k and 
v*KS eIlkUnk < v*Ku, < V*Ks,,kU,,. 
Thus, for k > l/&,. there exists tk E (- l/k, l/k) such that v*KSsku,, = 
v*Ku, and therefore S,, u,, E i?. Since, by (2.1), 
SS~U,, - uo = S&(%k - MO) + (S&U, - MO) -+ 0 
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as k + co, we have a contradiction and part (i) of the lemma is established. 
Suppose part (ii) of the lemma is false. Then there exist sequences 
{(u,,,/?~,c~)}~=~ and {(~,,,fl~,c,)};=, in ~x43xR intersect the zero set 
of G, which both converge to (u,, PO, c,), and a sequence of positive real 
numbers { {,} such that 
wrl = S,” un (2.5) 
for all n. By taking a subsequence of necessary we can assume for some 
&, E [0, co] that lim,, o. 5, = to. 
Case I. Suppose co = 0. Since, for each fixed n, the differentiable curve 
5 -+ v*KSeu, has the value v*Ku, at r =0 and &j = t,, there exists, by the 
mean value theorem, c,, E (0, 5,) such that 
Since, by (2.1), 
0 = v*KS~~~&, = v*TQ&,. (2.6) 
Ten idu,, - tcbu,, = TJ KSU, - ICC&) + d( S,” u. - uo) + 0 
as n + co, we have 
lim v*T~n~~u,=V*K6Uo=~*K~x~,>0 
“*CC 
which contradicts (2.6). 
Case II. Suppose to E (0, co). Since, by (2.1), 
SS”U, - st;po = S5.(un - uo) + (S&U0 - Ssouo) + 0 
as n + co, we have, letting n + co in (2.5) that u0 = SsOuO. Hence, for all 
positive integers n and all XE R, we have u,-Jx) = uO(x + n&J. Letting 
n + co, we get for all XER that uO(x) =lim,, o. ~~(5). Hence 9*u,= @-a 
contradiction. 
Case III. Suppose <,, = co. Then, by (2.5) and (2.1) 
sQ40 - 240 = s&40 - 24,) + (w, - u(j) + 0 
as n + co. Thus, by Hypothesis (H,), part (v), uo(x) = lims _ o. uo(t) for all 
x E R. Hence gXuo = &a contradiction. 
Let Hypothesis (H,) be the hypothesis that Hypothesis (H) holds, 
(uo, PO, co) is a fixed solution of G = 0 with $3,~~ # 0, and zero is a 
K-simple eigenvalue of G,(u,, lo, co). 
Let Hypothesis (H4) be Hypothesis (H3) with the condition that zero is 
a K-simple eigenvalue of G,(uo, /IO, co) replaced with the conditions that 
409/137/2-8 
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N(G,(u,, PO, c,,)) = span{gXu,}, R(G,(u,, PO, c,J) has codimension one in 
V, and there exists USE U such that K(~,u,) = G,(uo, Do, cO) z+ and 
Ku, & R(G,(u,> Do, co)). 
If either Hypothesis (H3) or (H4) holds let ui =gXuO and T,,= 
Gu(uo, PO> cd 
If Hypothesis (H,) holds, let v: be the unique bounded linear functional 
on V such that VT T,=O and v:Ku, = 1. 
If Hypothesis (H4) holds, let v: and v F be the unique bounded linear 
functionals on V such that part (ii) of Lemma 01. in the Appendix holds. 
When either Hypothesis (H,) or (H4) holds we define 
o= {UE u: v:K#=v:Kz4,}. 
By Lemma 2.1, in order to find all solutions of G = 0 in a Ux g x R 
neighborhood of (u,, /$, , cO) it suffices to find all solutions of G = 0 in a 
ox 9J x R-neighborhood of (u,, /&, c,,). 
THEOREM 2.1. Zf Hypothesis (H3) holds then there exists r > 0, a 
l? x &I x R-neighborhood, tiO x B,, x R,, of (q,, /lo, c,), and continuously 
differentiable functions u: .C&, -+ fiO and c: B,, + R, with u(/&) = u0 and 
c(&,) = c0 such that 
and, for /? E B,,, zero is a K-simple eigenvalue of G,(u(p), 8, c(p)) and 
(G,(48), 8, c(S)) - W: U--+ v 
is an isomorphism for 2 E @ and 0 < [A( < r. 
ProoJ: The partial derivative of the left side of the system 
G(u, B, c) = 0 
v:Ku-v:Ku,=O 
at (u, p, c) = (u,, PO, cO) with respect to (u, c) is 
TO 
v:K (2.8) 
Since (2.8) is an isomorphism from Ux R onto Vx R we have by the 
implicit function theorem that the part of Theorem 2.1 up to and including 
(2.7) is true. 
Since v: KBXu, = 1, KS is bounded, and, for /?~9$,, V: KC%@) = 
u: KgXu(B) we have, by taking 94, smaller if necessary, that vj+ KD,u(j?) # 0 
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for fl E BO. Hence gxu(/?) # 0 for /? E gO. Thus, since 9x u(p) is in the 
null space of G,(u(/?), p, c(B)), by taking B0 smaller if necessary, the part 
of Theorem 2.1 after (2.7) follows from Crandall and Rabinowitz 
[3, Lemma 1.31. 
THEOREM 2.2. If Hypothesis (H4) holds then there exists r > 0, a 
C? x ?3 x R-neighborhood, o0 x B,, x R,, of (u,, flO, c,), and continuous 
functions u: B0 x R, + oO, 4: 9#, x R o+R, andk&,xR,+ {AER: 121 <r} 
with u and Q continuously differentiable, u&, cO) = uO, d(bO, c,,) = 0, 
c&~,(,!I~, cO) =O, and A(jO, cO) =0 such that the zero set of G intersect 
U,x9$xRo is 
{CUM, cl, B, cl: (B, c) E a0 x R. and &A c) = 0) (2.9) 
and for (8, c) E L?.#~ x R, with qS(fl, c) = 0 and 1 E @ with 1 II < r we haoe 
6) (G,(u(P, cl, P, cl-W: u --) V ts an isomorphism tf and only tf 
24 (0, w, 4); 
(ii) sgn A(/?, c) = sgn 4,(/I, c); and 
(iii) A@, c) #O if and only if 0 and A(b, c) are both K-simple eigen- 
dues of C,(@, ~1, B, cl 
Furthermore, zf R(GB(u,, PO, cc,)) d R( T,), then, in some .@ x R-neighbor- 
hood of (PO, c,), the zero of set of 4 is given by a continuously differentiable, 
codimension one submanzfold, M, of B x R such that for all (b, c) E M we 
have that the tangent space to M at (j?, c) is parallel to the c-axis if and only 
if dc(B, c) = 0. 
Proof Definef:93xRxUxR-+VxR by 
f(B, c, % 4) = 
G(u, B, c) - Mu, 
> v:Ku-v:Ku, ’ 
Since 
V= R(T,)@span{Ku,) 
we have 
f(,,~,(Bcl7 COT uo, 0) = 
TO -KU, 
v:K 0 > 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
is an isomorphism. Thus, by the implicit function theorem, there exists 
a neighborhood, B. x R, x U, x R,, of (PO, co, uo, 0) and continuously 
differentiable functions U: ~43~ x R. + U. and 4: go x R, -+ R,, with 
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u(&,, cO) = u0 and &?,,, cO) =0 such that the zero set of f intersect 
&$xRox U,xR, is 
{(B, c, 4B, ~1, i(A ~1): (A c)~~oxRo). 
Let o0 = U, n 0. Clearly the range of the function u is contained in 0, and 
the zero set of G intersect 0, x B,, x R, is (2.9). Differentiating 
fM c, @, cl, 4(B, c))-0 (2.12) 
with respect to c we get 
r,,,,(p,c,u(p,C),)(B1c))(~f1~~ ;;)=(K""bB, 'I). (2.13) 
Since (2.11) is an isomorphism and maps (u,, O)T to (KU,, 0)’ we have by 
(2.13) with (/I, c) = (PO, cO) that u,(/?~, cO) = u2 and d&, c,,) = 0. 
Define%:~0xR,xV*xR2-+U*xR2by 
where T(j?, c) = G,(u(j?, c), B, c). Then %(BO, c,,, UT, 0,O) = 0 and 
TO -u;K -u:K 
% ("*,*,&& c,,, II;, O,O)= Ku, 
i 
0 0 (2.14) 
Ku, 0 0 1 
is an isomorphism. Thus, by choosing 9&, and R, smaller if necessary, we 
have by the implicit function theorem that there exists continuous functions 
u*: 9& x R, + V* - {0}, 1: L&,x R, + R, and 0: L?Z$ x R, -+ R such that 
u*(&, co) = G, 4L cd = 0, 4h, cd = 0, and, for all (P, c) E go x Ro, 
%(8, c, u*a cl, 4B, cl, 4B, cl) = 0. (2.15) 
Suppose (/I, c) E ?&, x R, and 4(/I, c) = 0. Then G(u(/?, c), b, c) = 0. Hence 
KWB, c) = K%W, c) (2.16) 
and T(j?, c) gxu(/?, c)=O. So, by the last component of Eq. (2.15), 
u*(j?, c) K9xu(j?, c) = 0. Thus, applying the first component of both sides of 
(2.15) to ?&u(jI, c) we get 
0 = a(/( c) UT KSQ&?, c) = a(/!l, c) u: KSU(P, c). 
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Hence, since 
lim u:Ksu(p, c)=o~K&40=UI*KU,= 1, 
WC) - (090) 
by taking B. x R, smaller if necessary, we have, for (b, c) E go x R, and 
&fi, c) = 0, that 
o(P, c) = 0 (2.17) 
and thus ( T(/?, c) - A(p, c)K): U + I/ is not onto V. 
Note that the hypotheses of Theorem 0.1 hold. Let r and Q be as in 
Theorem 0.1. By choosing go x R, smaller if necessary, we have, for 
(j?, c)EC#~ x R,, that IA@, c)l <r, and by Theorem 0.1, for lill <r, that 
R( Q( T( fl, c)) K) is 2-dimensional; 
(T(/?, C)-AK): u-+ v (2.18) 
is an isomorphism if and only if 
(Q(W, c)) WA cl- W: NQ(W,c))K) -+ R(Q(W, c))W (2.19) 
is an isomorphism; and A is a K-simple eigenvalue of 
T(/?, c): u+ v (2.20) 
if and only if 1 is an Z-simple eigenvalue of 
Q(W> c))W, c): WQ(W, c))K) + WQ(W% c))K). (2.21) 
Suppose (/I, c) E ~33~ x R. and &?, c) = 0. Since (2.18) is not an 
isomorphism for I = 0 or A = A(/?, c), the same is true of (2.19). Since 
R(Q(T(/?, c))K) is 2-dimensional, 0 and A.(/$ c) are eigenvalues of (2.21). 
To prove Theorem 2.2 part (i) it s&ices to prove that 0 and &!?, c) are the 
only eigenvalues of (2.21). Since R(Q( T(fl, c))K) is 2-dimensional, the only 
way this couldn’t be true is for A@, c) = 0 and for (2.21) to have a nonzero 
eigenvalue. But then zero would be an Z-simple eigenvalue of (2.21) and 
hence a K-simple eigenvalue of (2.20). Thus we would have 
V=R(W, c))O=wP, c). (2.22) 
But by (2.15), (2.17), and (2.16) we have u*(/?, c)T(fl, c) =0 and 
u*(/$ c) gxu(B, c) =O. Thus, by (2.22), we have u*(/?, c)=O, which 
contradicts (2.15). So Theorem 2.2 part (i) is true. Theorem 2.2 part (iii) 
follows from the fact that the two eigenvalues of (2.21) are Z-simple if and 
only if they are distinct. 
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Suppose (p, c) E%?~ x R, and #(/?, c) =O. Applying u*(/?, c) to the first 
component, 
of (2.13) and using (2.15) and (2.17) we get 
W, c) u*(8, c) Ku,.(B, cl = d&t cl 
Hence, since 
we have, by choosing .%YO x R, smaller if necessary, that Theorem 2.2 part 
(ii) holds. 
Differentiating the first component of both sides of (2.12) with respect to 
p and evaluating at (b, c) = (PO, cO) we get 
Thus, by (2.10), we have R(G,(u,, PO, c,,))c R(T,) if and only if 
q5,#&,, c,,) = 0. Hence the last sentence of Theorem 2.2 follows from the 
implicit function theorem. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1.1 AND 1.2 
We will now use Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. 
To do this we must first define A, B, U, V, K, rc6, and g such that 
Hypothesis (H) holds. Let 9?, n, p, F, E, D, and 9 be as in Section 1. If 
U: R + R” is a function then we define the components uI : R -+ RP and 
u,:R+R”-“of b u y u = (;;). Let A = B = R". Let U be the vector space of 
all continuously differentiable functions U: R + R” such that uI is C2 and 
u(x), u’(x), and U;(X) all tend to zero as 1x1 -+ 03. Let V be the vector space 
of all continuous functions u: R -+ R” such that u(x) tends to zero as 
1x1 + 00. With the norms 
and 
II4 v= SUP IINX)IIR” 
x E R 
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U and V are Banach spaces. Let K: U -+ V be the inclusion of U into V and 
define JC~:U+V, g:Ux!2?l-+V, and G:UxSi?xR+V by uSu=u’, 
g( u, j?)(x) = I%“(x) + F(u(x), p), and G( u, /3, c) = g( u, p) - CK~U. 
Suppose (u, j?, c) is in the zero set of G. Let y = (ul, u2, u; )‘. Then y is 
continuously differentiable and 
y’ = F(y, fi, c), lim y(x) = 0. (3.1) lrl- = 
Since F is twice continuously differentiable, so is 9. Thus, by (3.1), it 
follows that y, y’, y”, and y”’ exist and are continuous on - co <x < cc 
and tend to zero as 1x1 -+ co. Hence by 
(x + 5 - 0 y”(i) 4 
and the same formula with y replaced with y’ we have that part (iii) of 
Hypothesis (H) holds. Clearly the other parts of Hypothesis (H) also hold. 
Theorem 1.1 (resp. Theorem 1.2) will follow from Theorem 2.1 (resp. 
Theorem 2.2) once we show that the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 (resp. 
Theorem 1.2) imply Hypothesis H, (resp. Hypothesis H4). Assume the 
hypotheses of Theorem 1 .l (resp. Theorem 1.2). Clearly (u,, PO, c,,) is in the 
zero set of G, 9.yu0 # 0, and, by Lemma 1.1, N( r,) = span { 9.Xu0 > where 
To = Gu(uo, Bo, cd 
The only remaining part of Hypothesis H, (resp. Hypothesis H4) that is 
not obvious is that R( r,) has codimension one in V. We now prove this 
and in so doing complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 (resp. Theorem 1.2). 
Define L: U -+ V by 
L4 = J3j” - 4’ + F,(O, /6-&j. 
Let Y be the vector space of all continuously differentiable functions 
JKR+R"+~ such that y(x) and y’(x) both tend to zero as 1x1 + 00. Let W 
be the vector space of all continuous functions w: R + R”+ p such that 
w(x) -+ 0 as 1x1 --t co. With the norms 
IIYII Y = sup lIYM..+p+~~~ IlY’(x)IIR”+P 
.x E R 
IIwIIW= suP I~W(X)IiR”+P 
YGR 
Y and W are Banach spaces. Define 9: Y--r W by 9y = y’ + My, where 
M= -8,(O, bO, co). Then for 4 E U and g E V we have Lq4 = g if and only 
if 
(3.2) 
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Since M has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, 3 is an isomorphism. 
Thus L is one to one. Let gE I? Let y be the unique function in Y whose 
image under 9 is the right side of (3.2). Then y = (#1, &, 4;)’ for some 
4 E U. Thus L# = g. So L is onto I/. Hence L is a Fredholm operator of 
index zero. Since, for 4 E U, 
it is easy to check, using the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, that To differs from L 
by an L-compact operator. Thus (see [ 11, Chap. 4, Theorem 5.261) T,, is a 
Fredholm operator of index zero. Hence, since the null space of 7’,, is one 
dimensional, we have the range of T, has codimension one in V. 
APPENDIX 
The main result of this appendix is Theorem 0.1 which is needed for the 
proof of Theorem 2.2. Theorem 0.1 follows easily from Lemmas 0.1 and 0.2. 
Since Lemma 0.2 can be proved by making only minor modifications in 
[ 11, Chaps. 1 and 21, we have omitted its proof. However, in Lemma 0.1, 
since zero is not a K-semisimple eigenvalue of T,,, Lemma 0.1 and its proof 
are new. 
LEMMA 0.1. Suppose U and V are real Ranach spaces, T,, K: U + V are 
bounded linear operators, R(T,) has codimension one in V, and for some 
u,,u,~U we have N(T,)=span{u,}, T,,t+=Ku,, and Ku2#R(To). Then 
(i) there exists r > 0 such that (T, - LK): U + V is an isomorphism 
for all complex numbers 1 with 0 < (II < r; 
(ii) there exist unique bounded linear functionals v T, VT : V + R such 
that v~T,,=O, v:T,=v:K, andvTKu,=6j,,forj,kE{1,2}; 
(iii) P: V -+ U given by Pv = (v:v) u, + (v:v) u2 is the unique bounded 
linear operator from V into U such that PKP= P, T,PK = KPT,, the 
restriction 
(T, - AK): R(PK) + R(KP) 
of T, - IK is an isomorphism for all A E C - { 0}, and the restriction 
T,: N(PK) + N(KP) 
of T,, is an isomorphism. 
Proof. First we prove (ii). Since the codimension of R(T,) is finite we 
have R( T,) is a closed subspace of V, (see [ 11, Chap. 4, Sect. 51). Also 
Ku, # 0 and 
V= R(T,,)@span{Ku,). (0.1) 
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Thus there exists a unique bounded linear functional V: : V-r R such that 
vz To=0 and v; Ku2 = 1. Since Ku1 = Touz we have v: Ku, =O. 
Define i? U/N( To) + R( To) by F[u] = T,u. Then F is a well defined 
bounded isomorphism and hence, by the open mapping theorem, has a 
bounded inverse. Since N( To) c N(v: K) we have &?I U/N( To) -+ R given 
by $?[u] = v: Ku is a well defined bounded linear functional. Define 
n, 
VT : V + R by v: 1 R( To) = vz K T - ’ and VT Ku2 = 0 and extend linearly to 
V. Then VT is a bounded linear functional. Clearly vf To = z$ K and thus 
v:Ku, =v:Touz=v~Ku2= 1. 
By (0.1) VT is unique. 
To prove that P, as given in (iii), satisfies the properties given in (iii), it 
suffices to observe that each statement in the following set of statements 
follows directly from (ii) or a statement in the set that precedes it: 
PKu,=u, and PKu,=u,; PKP=P; T,PK=KPT,; PK and KP are 
projections; To and K both map R(PK) into R(KP) and both map N(PK) 
into N(KP), we denote these restrictions by T, and K, and by T2 
and K,, respectively; R(PK)=span{u,, u,}, R(KP)=span{Ku,, Ku,}, and 
{Ku,, Ku,) is an independent set; R( To) 2 N(KP); T2 is an isomorphism; 
K, is an isomorphism; 
K;‘(T,-lK,)=K;‘T,-II; 
K; ’ T, maps ur to zero and u2 to ur , . zero is the only eigenvalue of K; ’ T, ; 
T, - AK, is an isomorphism for I # 0. 
To prove (i), note that since T2 is an isomorphism it has, by the open 
mapping theorem, a bounded inverse and hence, for 111 < 11 T; l K211 - ‘, 
T2-AKz= T,(Z-IT,‘K,) 
is an isomorphism. Thus, since T, -AK, is an isomorphism for il # 0, we 
have To-AK is an isomorphism for 0 < 111 < 1) Ty’ Kzll -‘. 
Finally, we prove the uniqueness of P. Suppose Q: V-r U were another 
bounded linear operator satisfying the conditions in (iii). Observe that each 
statement in the following set of statements follows from the assumptions 
on Q, or a statement in the set that precedes it: QK and KQ are projec- 
tions; To and K both map R(QK) into R(KQ) and both map N(QK) into 
N(KQ), we denote these restrictions by f, and k, and by i?* and K,, 
respectively; I& is an isomorphism; 
6(R(QK)) = (KQK)( u) = WQKQM v) = KQ( V = WKQ); 
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if QKu E N(K, ) then QKu = QKQKu = Q(O) = 0; K, is an isomorphism; 
USER; T,u,=Ku,ER(KQ); USER; span{u,,u,}cR(QK); 
We now show span{u,, u2} =R(QK). By part (ii) of Lemma 0.1 applied 
to PI, I?, : R(QK) + R(KQ) there exist bounded linear functionals 
~:,G::R(KQ)~RsuchthatO:~,=O,u^:rj,=8:R,,and~,i*R,u,=6,,for 
j= 1,2. Let i? R(KQ) + R(QK) be given by 
Pu= (8Tu) u1+ (iqu) u*. 
Then, as above, pK,p= P, fIpK1 = K,pf,, and the restriction 
f, : N(fZ?, ) -+ N(K, p) of f, is an isomorphism. Thus, since, by 
assumption, ?I - AK, is an isomorphism for A # 0 we have the restriction 
( f1 - AK,): N(pK-,) -+ N(K’, p) of F, - AK, is an isomorphism for all A. 
Hence the bounded operator 
B;yf, -Azz,)=(R;V, -AZ) 
restricted to N(pK’,) is an isomorphism for all A. Therefore, since every 
bounded operator on a Banach space of nonzero dimension has a non- 
empty spectrum (see [ 11, p.176]), N(pK’,) = {O}. Hence the projection 
pK1 is the identity on R(QK). So 
span{u,, u2} = R(pk,)= R(QK) (0.2) 
and since QKQ = Q we have 
NQW = R(Q). (0.3) 
Now we show Q = P. By (0.2) and (0.3), for some bounded linear 
functionals y: and y: on V we have 
Qu = (Y:U)UI + (Y:U)UZ. (0.4) 
Since QK is a projection and (0.2), we have for k = 1,2 that 
u,=QK~~=(y:Ku,)u,+(y:Ku,)u,. 
Hence y,?Ku, = 8j,k forj,kE { 1, 2). Substituting (0.4) in T,QK= KQTO we 
get for all u E U that 
(y; Ku) Ku, = (y: T,u) Ku, + (y; T,,u) Ku2. 
So y: K= y: T, and y: T,, = 0. So, by part (ii) of the lemma, y: = UT and 
y;=u;. So Q=P. 
LEMMA 0.2. Suppose U and V are complex Banach spaces, K and T, are 
in the complex Banach space, B( U, V), of all bounded linear operators from 
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U into V, and, for some r > 0, (T,, - LK): U + V is an isomorphism for 
0 < [A[ 6 r. Then there exists Q: B( U, V) + B( V, U) which is continuous at 
T, such that for I/ T- T,ll sufficiently small we have 
(i) Q(T)KQ(T)=Q(T)(thusKQ(T): V-+VandQ(T)K:U+Uare 
projections); 
(ii) KQ( T) T= TQ( T)K (thus both T and K map R(Q( T)K) into 
R(KQ(T)) and map N(Q(T)K) into N(KQ(T)); 
(iii) (T- 1.K): R(Q( T)K) + R(KQ(T)) is an isomorphism for 121 > r; 
(iv) (T-I.K):N(Q(T)K)-+N(KQ(T)) is an isomorphism for 121 <r. 
THEOREM 0.1. Suppose the hypotheses in the first sentence of Lemma 0.1 
hold. Let r and P be as in the conclusion of Lemma 0.1. Then there exists 
Q: B( U, V) -+ B( V, U), which is continuous at T,,, such that Q( T,) = P and 
for 11 T - ToI/ sufficiently small we have (i)-(iv) of Lemma 0.2 hold, 
R(Q( T) K) is 2-dimensional, and, for IAl < r, 
(i) (T-AK): U + V is an isomorphism if and only if (Q(T) T- ],I): 
R(Q( T) K) -+ R( Q( T) K) is an isomorphism; 
(ii) il is a K-simple eigenvalue of T: U + V zf and only tf A is an 
Z-simple eigenvalue of Q(T) T: R( Q( T) K) + R( Q( T) K). 
Proof By Lemmas 0.1 and 0.2 there exists Q: B( U, V) -+ B( V, U) which 
is continuous at T, such that Q( T,) = P and for II T- Toll sufficiently small 
(i) - (iv) of Lemma 0.2 hold. By parts (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 0.1 we have 
PKu, = ul, PKu, = u2, and u1 and u2 are independent. Hence R(PK) is 
2-dimensional. Since Q(T) K: U -+ V is a projection and Q is continuous at 
T, we have by [ 11, Chap. I, Lemma 4.101 that R(Q( T) K) is 2-dimensional 
for sufficiently small 11 T- T,ll. For sufficiently small II T- ToI1 we have by 
part (i) of Lemma 0.2 that 
Q(T)K: NQ(T)K) + R(Q(T)K) 
is the identity and 
Q(T): RWQ(T)) + NQ(T)K) (0.5) 
is an isomorphism. Hence parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 0.1 follow from 
parts (iii) and (iv) of Lemma 0.2 by composing (0.5) with 
(T-AK): R(Q(T)K)+R(KQ(T)). 
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